Abstract: In automation of manufacturing process, especially in mechanical industry, robot system now became a most general solution. Currently, one of the expanded applications of robot system is a heavy duty handling of huge and heavy parts. Actually some models with the payload over 600Kg or more are already developed and commercialized. In this paper, we introduce the design process of heavy duty industrial robot especially on the analysis technology that we adopted to build the native model of KIMM. In design process of articulated robot, with the payload over 300Kg or more, it requires static and dynamic analysis for manipulator that enables the selection of core components such as motor and decelerator. Although there are several commercialized software programs for analysis of kinematics and dynamics, we used the self developed S/W 'RODAN' that is specialized for inverse dynamics analysis. In his paper, we also introduce this S/W and it's applications for the analysis of heavy duty industrial robot design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, it requires several steps in analysis and design process on the development of industrial manipulator including 1) Analysis of task and work environment 2) Determination of physical specifications 3) Kinematics and Dynamic analysis 4) Software simulation of work range and payload 5) Balancing weight design and analysis 6) Selection of proper parts and components 7) Repeat the process 3)~6) until it reaches to desired characteristics of statistics and dynamics. After the above design process, it follows manufacturing process that requires system redesign and calibration according to the mass property of materials that used for balancing and dynamics structure. Moreover, through the test of the mechanical resonant frequency, we should let this parameter to be higher to reduce the settling time in positioning and to increase the mechanical durability.

Finally, with the completed assembly drawings, we may prepare some detailed drawings for each parts, components and total systems. In this paper, we introduce this procedure applied to the heavy duty robot manipulator with the payload of 600Kg or less. In chapter 2, we present the determining procedure of structural specification of manipulator. Following chapter 3 describes the balancing unit design and chapter 4 explains the dynamics analysis procedure of the manipulator.

II. TASK AND SPEC’S OF HEAVY DUTY HANDLING ROBOT

A. Task application of heavy duty handling robot

Since the year 2002, several advanced countries in robotics developed heavy duty handling robot with the payload of 500Kgf or more, currently at least 4 companies in Japan and 3 countries in Europe presented the commercialized model. These models are mainly developed for machine tending for huge machine tools to serve machining process of large engine parts or heavy molding components.

Distinctively from the handling robots with the payload 400Kgf or less, these models over 500Kgf payload are enabling to handle the full assembly of car body to serve the welding robots to access in any direction of working. In other case, handling ability over 500Kgf, allows the relocation of target parts without removing from the jig fixture or work table to reduce the jig fixing procedure in mechanical process. Figure1 and 2 shows these application examples in automobile industry.

Figure 1. Car body transport (Nachi)

Figure 2. Motorcycle transport (Kawasaki)
B. Determination of robot specifications

Currently commercialized model of heavy duty handling robot has a payload up to 600Kgf or less. The limitation of the payload should justly depend upon the task necessities in industrial fields. But in developer’s aspect, it should be determined according to the affordable parts such as motors and transmissions.

Through the survey of market and application field, we also determined the payload to be 600Kgf that enables the handling of whole automobile car body. And we also consider 1) the weight of load and gripper, 2) the dimension of the car body, 3) task process of manufacturing including process condition and tact time etc.

Table 1 shows the specification of heavy duty robot from FANUC INC., as the bench mark of the design.

Table 1. Robot Specification (Fanuc)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload (Kgf)</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>repeatability (mm)</td>
<td>± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Reach (mm)</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axes motion speed (deg/sec)</td>
<td>1-3 80 4.5 100 6 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist moment (Kgf.m)</td>
<td>4.5 340 6 170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides, we also designed the work range (that depends upon horizontal reach), affordable inertial moment, environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, vibration and noise, IP grade etc.). After the determination of the specifications above, we could fix the arm length that enables the kinematics simulation of work range and boundaries.

In general, commercialized S/W allows this procedure easily. As an example of the work range simulation, figure 3 shows that of FANUC robot model.

III. BALANCING UNITS

In heavy duty handling with the industrial manipulator, balancing unit is essential for reducing the biased load, caused by gravity, delivered to the joint driving motor.

There might be two trends of count balancing techniques; one is the passive balancing that utilizes passive components such as metal weight or springs, mostly adopted in Japanese companies. The other is active balancing with the hydraulic force and control techniques, mostly preferred in European companies.

In this study, we selected the passive counter balancing with the spring for 2nd axis and with the metal weight for 3rd axis.

A. Weight Balancing

One of the popular physical solutions to reduce the biased load in robot manipulator is so called weight balancing. This method is very effective to required manipulator joint, but on the contrary, balancing weight itself may act as an undesirable load to the other joint axes. So, it must be designed properly and carefully for proper physical effect of balancing.

Key point of the design must consider followings.

1) Weight of balancer needed at the most frequently applied payload.
2) Balancer that works at the cross of driving torque between 1st and 3rd axes.
3) Proper shape and dimension of balancer that does not interfere with the normal task operation.

The following figure 4 shows the example of determining the weight balancer for reduce the motor load.

B. Spring Balancing

To reduce the motor load of 2nd axis, we adopt a spring balancing unit. First, a location of the installation of spring unit must be determined and next, the required spring constant should be calculated.

Because there is no theoretic and logical method to determine the location of the spring, we usually determine it depend upon the intuition of the designer. There may exists many location for proper installation, the designer select 2 or 3 model points of location in advance, then through the simulation, optimal location may be selected.
Following figure 5 shows two kinds of balancing method that mostly used in real design. Through the simulation, we consider the balancing effect and mechanical interference to fix the proper case.

Hereafter, we must determine the spring constant also through the simulation. Normally we determine the spring constant to be the minimum value to reduce the effect of load torque. Therefore, it may be less than rated torque. If the spring constant is too high, it may act as a reaction force in high speed motion, causing undesirable internal force of the structure that may induce the vibration. So, in general case, control technology of the counter balancing effect also developed in application.

IV. Dynamic Analysis

This stage is the most important procedure to decide the specification of the motor and reducer. Dynamic analysis in heavy duty robot is a problem of inverse dynamics that derive the capability of the motor and reducer from the given condition of robot joint motion including position, speed and acceleration of the manipulator. There are several commercialized programs such as DADS, ADAMS, SAMCEF, and so on, that allows the very easy solution of direct dynamics. But, inverse dynamics problem may be solved with the obtained value of direct dynamics and it must go several times iteratively.

In this research we developed specialized program for inverse dynamics, named as “RODAN (Robot Dynamic Analysis)” After this we introduce analysis procedure using this software.
The input data of “RODAN” software prepared with data above for inverse dynamic analysis shown as figure 8 above. 8-a) show the characteristics value of robot mechanism, and 8-b) is for dynamic characteristics.

B. Result of Analysis and Component Selection Procedure

Figure 9 shows the result of inverse dynamics analysis. In figure, among the reaction forces appeared at (IP4), the value of driving vector of each joint motor means a joint driving torque by which we may determine the capacity of the motor and reducer.

The other values except this means a reaction force applied to the joint that allows obtaining the boundary condition for simulation of stress and displacement of the manipulator.

As shown in figure 9, the torque at IP4 is divided into two categories: (1) Torque required to move the manipulator and (2) Torque for joint motion. The former is divided into two types: (a) Torque for joint motion and (b) Torque for joint motion.

The torque values in figure 9 can be used to determine the capacity of the motors and reducers.

C. The result of component selection

According to the dynamic analysis ad torque simulation, we must select the actual model of motors and reducers. Generally, to save the cost for system construction, the applicable specification of the parts must be selected from the commercialized components.

And in other aspects, in case of motors, it must be selected according to the prepared rated and maximum value of the torque and speed (r.p.m.). Also in case of reducers, reducing ratio and torque (maximum and rated) that were prepared in manufacturer, must be considered.

Since the motors and reducers should be work in accord, it will be better to consult the recommendations of manufacturer. Here, selected motor and reducers of the designing manipulators shown in table 2.

In case of axis 4~ 6, axes for wrist, the motors and reducers may also be selected properly from the moment data given in table 1.
V. MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERING POINT

Besides the selection of the core components and parts, there may exists several miscellaneous considering point as follows,

1) Study on the internal stress and displacement applied to the manipulator arm. - In general, through the FEM analysis, the thickness of the arm materials musu be adjusted, but it needs a proper compromise with the problems of the reducing weight, the stiffness of system, and absolute position error (accuracy) etc.

2) Study on the vibration problem. - Because it is mostly generated by the weak stiffness of the reducer rather than the arm material, there are no remedies in designing process. Only if that the vibration generated is less than minimum required frequency (5~10Hz approx.), it would be better to select the higher stiffness of reducer although it is sufficient in torque aspect.

3) Consider on easy assembly and disassembly - Reduce the number and sorts of small components and tools for install and maintenance. - Perfect lubrication and sealing related to the durability and IP grade. - Optimal cabling and durability - Accessibility

4) The others - Considering on the environmental condition including operating, maintenance and repairing.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the design process of heavy duty industrial robot especially on the analysis technology that we adopted to build the native model of KIMM.

Heavy duty handling robot, now on developing in KIMM, has the payload of 600Kgf. In case of 300Kgf or more in payload, the static and dynamic analysis is very essential to design the manipulator arm and to select the core components such as motors and reducers.

Although there are several commercialized software programs for analysis of kinematics and dynamics, we used the self developed software program 'RODAN' that is specialized for inverse dynamics analysis.

In his paper we introduce this program and it's applications for the analysis of heavy duty industrial robot design.

Especially, the design of the weight balancer and component selection procedure are successfully applied for the real manipulator arm of KIMM.

Mostly, we presented and explained the result of the analysis rather than theoretical background and mathematical formula.

This study is executed as a part of national project of Korean government, in cooperation with the industrial company (EMK Corp.), the full procedure of developing the robot manipulator in now on process.
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